PROEasyLine
The new Professional Generation

EASY-TO-USE, EFFICIENCY, LOW CONSUMPTION,
VERSATILITY, RELIABILITY AND CONNECTIVITY:
all this is the new PROEasyLine,
the new Professional SMART generation

WASHER PELW

DRYER PELD

PELW 65 with 6Kg capacity and PELW 80 with 8Kg

PELD 65 with 6Kg capacity and PELD 80 with 8Kg capacity

capacity models are available with electric heating and

models are available with electric or heat pump heating

with valve or pump drain system. 1400 rpm.

and with external drain or condenser.

New full AISI 304 stainless steel design, the washer has

Full AISI 304 stainless steel design, the dryer has a new

been tested at 30.000 washing cycles: materials and

full steel front exterior design. The new door, equipped

quality of components make it realiable and durable. It is

with a big filter easy to open and easy to clean, has

equipped with new color and multilingual programming

been subjected to a rigorous long term test to verify

display with capacity

for up to 50 programs fully

the opening and closing system and the resistance

modifiable in the working parameters. Specific sanitizing

to breakage even in case of incorrect cleaning. The

programs at 90°C, 60°C and 40° C and washing programs

brushless motor ensures longer life and lower noise

for MOP and fringes are included. Programs can be loaded

levels.

and updated via wi-fi.
The PROEasyLine washing machine is equipped with

It is equipped with new color and multilingual

automatic laundry weight system. Based on information

programming display with capacity for up to 30

that is captured by sensors, the washing machine will

programs which can be loaded via wi-fi. The

adopt the programs to the actual amount of laundry in

drum rotating system “Butterfly Drying ™“assures

the drum and gives input to external auto dosing system

the fabrics gentle care during drying o eration.

in order to optimize detergent dosing, water and energy

Two extra drum support rollers ensures greater

consumption. It also allows silent and quiet operation of

stability even in heavy and badly distributed

the machine and prolongs the life-time of the appliance.

loads.

The balance and the redistribution of the load in the drum

The heat pump model can be installed in small

is operated by a 3D sensor: guarantee of success of every

spaces, without external exhaust and poorly

phase of washing, in particular of the spin. Less unbalance

ventilated. The mesh filter mounted in heat

reduces the wear at the ball bearings and dampers, for

pump model is easy to clean and catches

increased lifetime of the machine.

slightly smaller particles .

It

is

available

complete

with

peristaltic

pumps

and a new external system control unit adopted
for

intelligent

external

auto

dosing

systems.

Available with mechanical or electronic coin box for self
service operating.

Available with mechanical or electronic
coin box for self service operating.

VERSATILITY and CONNECTIVITY
PROEasyLine is designed for those small businesses that need professional laundry solutions, much stronger and
performing than domestic machines. It is ideal for small restaurants, camping sites, beauty salons, wellness spa,
hairdressers, barber shops and other medium-small professional activities. PROEasyLine is available in self service
use for shared used in apartment buildings, residences, colleges and boarding schools.

CONNECTIVITY

WHY YOU SHOULD CHOOSE IT

The PROEasyLine line is available complete with wi-fi

PROEasyLine has been developed to last over time
thanks to its structure in AISI 304 stainless steel and the
use of professional components.

module for remote control of the machines. Through the
dedicated App you can consult the operating data of the
machines by accessing the statistics that allow you to
measure their performance.
The wi-fi connection allows you to create the laundry
rooms divided by customer to update and load the
programs of washing and drying remotely.
Additional functions available are those dedicated to the
end user such as payment management and booking
machines in self-service conditions of use.

The total flexibility in the choice of washing and drying
programs and the high performance ensure excellent
results even in the presence of stains or diffucult fabrics.
It is particularly recommended for those activities that in
addition to washing must remove hair, dust or lint from
the fabrics and for which the use of domestic washing
machines and dryers leads to frequent breaks and poor
levels of cleaning.
The high quality of the components ensures a longer
machine life.
The high level of performance allows fast cycles, low
consumption and results.

Compact and stackable
are perfect for small environments.
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